
Commercial-grade Digital Signage  
and TV Content without the Complexity

SOLUTION BRIEF

Challenge

The use of dynamic digital signage can increase both sales and 
customer satisfaction and delivers the business owner numerous 
benefits, including the ability to capture customer attention with 
dynamic visual content and customizable product information, 
promotions, or other messaging. It further enables quick content 
updates in response to changes in audience, time of day, pricing, 
inventory or regulations, without the cost and delay of printed signage. 
Many companies, however, assume that it would be prohibitively 
difficult to implement and complex to manage.

Solution

ViewSonic’s digital signage bundle solution lets you easily create and 
deploy eye-catching advertising while making it simple to switch to 
TV entertainment on demand. This bundle solution combines easy-
to-use commercial-grade TV displays, and media players loaded 
with content management software, making it easy for any business 
owner or professional staff to go digital. The included design and 
content management software lets you quickly and simply create 
video and graphic advertising, while the programmable scheduler 
lets you change messages based on time of day. Equipped with 4GB 
of storage, content plays locally so there’s no need to worry about 
network failure or screens going black. Integrated RS232 control 
connectivity makes multiple displays easy to control from a single 
PC, eliminating the need to individually change channels and other 
settings on each TV manually with a remote control.
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What you’ll need to implement this solution:

4ViewSonic® NMP-570w media player with included  
 Signage Manager Express content management  
 software and integrated scheduler

4One or more ViewSonic® commercial-grade displays  
 or TVs with RS232 connectivity:

  • 24" VT2406-L 
  • 27" VT2756-L

• 32" VT3200-L 
• 42" VT4200-L
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